Errata for Battles of 1866: Four Frontier Battles by Avalanche Press

Whole Game:

1. What is the difference between a rise and a hill?
   A rise is when you go up an elevation going from one area to another, such as going from area 242 to area 246 (map D).  A hill is a distinct, one-area rise and fall in elevation, such as area 212 (map D).  Either way, artillery units right next to a hill or rise cannot bombard units on that hill or rise unless the artillery is at the same level (on its own hill or rise).  You can bombard a unit on a rise or hill if you back away at least one area, so that you are two areas away.  [Ref. Terrain Effects Chart and 13.74]

2. The artillery ammunition supply counters do not work unless the supply is less than 100 points.  The supplies given for each scenario tend to be so high that you will probably not run out of artillery ammunition.  So don’t bother to track it.

3. Path to Consimworld Discussions about Four Frontier Battles:
talk.consimworld.com -> Boardgaming -> INDIVIDUAL GAMES AND GAME SERIES ->
Era: Gunpowder -> American Civil War -> War of the States/Empires (Avalanche Press)
The first posting directly related to FFB is #723.

4. The time track has shaded hours just before and after night turns, (dusk and dawn), but there are no rules for those two periods.

5. The quill pen and ink pot counters are for marking units that have been activated.

6. Area 161 (a small woods) is not numbered.

Scenario 1: Trantenau
a. Look for maps E and F, not A and B.
b. Austrian unit Knebel, X Corps, infantry brigade sets up in area 125, not 117.
c. Although almost all of the Austrian units that appear in the first scenario have blue triangles, light cavalry unit “2. Windisch/Appel/1 Light” has a brown triangle.
d. “9.Mensdorff/X Corps” cavalry unit is listed in the Austrian Battle Book as a 2-7 unit.  It is a 1-7 unit, with only one step.  See the note at the bottom of the first column of the scenario about how the regiment was split in half.

Scenario 5: Jicin
a. The scenario says the battle starts at 1300, but the Reinforcements list includes units arriving at 1200.  Change the arrival of those reinforcements to 1300.


Deterministic Combat
   The chief complaint against this series of games is that rolling large numbers of d6s looking for 6s can produced wildly varying and unrealistic results.  Here is a simple solution:

    For every six dice the player might roll, apply one automatic hit and set aside those dice.  After removing all the sets of six dice from a roll, resolve the remaining dice by rolling one die.  If you were supposed to roll three dice, roll one die and hit on a 1, 2, or 3.

    Example: The attacker should roll 14 dice.  Instead, he gets two automatic hits (12 dice) and rolls one die to see if he hits on a 1 or 2.

